D-branes, topological defects in string theory on which string endpoints can live, may give new insight into the understanding of the cosmological evolution of the Universe at early epochs. We analyze the dynamics of D-branes in curved backgrounds and discuss the parameter space of M-theory as a function of the coupling constant and of the curvature of the Universe. We show that D-branes may be efficiently produced by gravitational effects. Furthermore, in curved spacetimes the transverse fluctuations of the D-branes develop a tachyonic mode and when the fluctuations grow larger than the horizon the branes become tensionless and break up. This signals a transition to a new regime. We discuss the implications of our findings for the singularity problem present in string cosmology, suggesting the existence of a limiting value for the curvature which is in agreement with the value suggested by the cosmological version of the holography principle. We also comment on possible implications for the so-called brane world scenario, where the Standard Model gauge and matter fields live inside some branes while gravitons live in the bulk.
Introduction
Recent important developements both in field theory [1] and in string theory [2] are based on the idea that in different regions of the parameter space there are different light modes and therefore different effective actions. A famous example is electricmagnetic duality: at weak coupling the fundamental degrees of freedom are electrically charged fields while monopoles are heavy. At some point of the moduli space, however, magnetic monopoles become the only light states of the theory. Switching to an effective description in terms of the new light fields allows to address problems that, from the point of view of the original formulation, are difficult and non-perturbative.
Identifying properly the light modes is especially important when dealing with the problem of singularities. An important example is the conifold singularity that appears in Calabi-Yau compactifications when there is a non-trivial 3-cycle with period z. In the limit z → 0 the moduli space apparently develops a singularity. However, it was realized in [3] that a D3-brane wrapping on this cycle has a mass ∼ |z|, and becomes massless in the limit z → 0. The singularity is due to the fact that we have integrated out this massless state. Including this state in the low energy effective theory shows that there is no singularity (see also [4] ).
A similar situation may appear when dealing with the issue of cosmological singularities in string theory. In general, in any cosmological model based on string theory, one has to face a regime of strong coupling and large curvatures when approaching the big-bang singularity. Consider, for instance, the cosmological evolution obtained from the lowest order effective action of string theory, taking as initial conditions a flat, weakly coupled configuration [5] . The classical solution evolves toward a singularity in the strong coupling/large curvature regime. Most of the approaches adopted to smear out this singularity consist in adding perturbative α ′ or loop corrections to the string effective action [6, 7] . It is possible that these corrections regularize the classical solutions -hopefully before entering the fully strongly coupled regime -thus providing a consistent and satisfying solution of the singularity problem.
If instead the evolution enters the full strongly coupled/large curvature regime, one can ask whether it is possible to turn to a new description, which amounts to summing up the whole tower of massive closed string modes and/or to resum non-perturbatively the loop expansion. To get some insight into this question, it is instructive to consider an analogous situation in more details. Let us consider two parallel Dirichelet p-branes.
The amplitude of the interaction is given by [8] 
where the sum I is over the spectrum of an open string stretching between the two branes and V p is the brane volume. This amplitude is reproduced by an effective potential V(v, r), which depends on the D-branes separation r and relative velocity v, since m I = m I (r, v). Expanding in powers of v, V(v, r) = n v n V n (r), one finds [9] V n (r) ∼ ∞ 0 dt t (3+p)/2 g n (t)e −r 2 t/(2πα ′ ) (2) where g n (t) is non-singular for finite t and behaves like t n as t → ∞. As emphasized in
Ref. [9] , the singular behaviour at r → 0 may only come from the t → ∞ integration region, and eq. (1) shows that this region is dominated by the light modes of the open string stretching between the two branes. Therefore, the short distance region can be studied truncating eq. (1) to the first few open string modes, and the short distance singularity is controlled by the lightest mode.
However -exchanging the world-sheet space and time -the amplitude A can also be seen as due to closed string exchange, and the poles from the massless modes of the closed string come from the integration region t → 0 [8] . This limit determines the large r behaviour of the interaction. Therefore, the amplitude can be computed exactly either as a sum over all closed string modes or as a sum over all open string modes, but the truncation to the first few modes of the open and closed string is valid in different domains [9] : a truncation to the lightest modes of the open string is appropriate in the limit r ≪ λ s , where λ s is the string length, and it is therefore suitable for the study of short distance singularities; the truncation to the lightest modes of the closed string is appropriate in the limit r ≫ λ s , where it reproduces the supergravity results.
Similarly -if we consider the D-brane as a solitonic solution in supergravity -the metric and the dilaton field φ diverge when approaching the D-brane, i.e. as the distance from the brane goes to zero. The considerations presented above suggest that this divergence is in fact not meaningful, since supergravity is not the right tool in should not look for a regular metric and dilaton field. The appropriate description is now in terms of different low energy fields.
The above discussion suggests the following approach to cosmological singularities.
Rather than trying to obtain a non-singular evolution for the metric and the dilaton, close the singularity one should describe the system in terms of new low energy modes appropriate to the strong coupling/large curvature regime, and understand the matching between the standard 10D-supergravity and the new effective Lagrangian description (related ideas have been presented in ref. [10] ). In the strong coupling regime, D-branes are the fundamental players. In the string frame their tension is ∼ 1/g = e −φ (in string units) while the tension of the fundamental string is O(1). So at weak coupling D-branes are heavy and irrelevant to the dynamics, while at strong coupling they are the light objects of the theory. In particular the D0-brane of type IIA has a mass
and the D-string of type IIB has a string tension 1/(g2πα ′ ), while the F(undamental)-string has tension 2πα ′ . The duality between D-string and F-string is even more clear using the Einstein frame, where the F-string has a tension g 1/2 /(2πα ′ ) and the D-
. D-branes also naturally lead us to think in terms of 11 dimensions.
For instance, the D0 branes of type IIA string theory from the 11-dimensional point of view have a very simple interpretation as Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of M-theory compactified on S 1 [11] which -at low energy and large distances -is described by 11D-supergravity. D-branes are therefore expected to play a fundamental role in the very early epochs of the cosmological evolution, if the evolution goes through a strongly coupled regime.
The coupling g is not the only parameter that determines which objects are light and which are heavy. In a curved background the characteristic value of the curvature is crucial as well. We will show that the background gravitational field modifies the will be the subject of section 2. In section 3 we discuss the crossover into the 11D region and discuss the production of D0-branes. In section 4 we compute the renormalization of the Dp-brane tension and study the transition to a D-brane dominated regime. In section 5 we present our conclusions and discuss the implications of our findings for pre-big-bang cosmology and for the recent developements on the possibility of lowering the string scale down to a TeV.
The cosmological 'phase diagram' of M-theory
Let us first discuss the parameter space of M-theory compactified on S 1 , as a function of the coupling g and of the typical value of the curvature. In the following we will take the Hubble parameter H (or |H| for a contracting Universe) as the measure of the characteristic value of the energy and H 2 as the characteristic value of the curvature.
Our immediate goal is to understand what is the most appropriate description in each region of the (H, g) plane: in different regimes for the energy and the coupling we expect different effective descriptions, thus defining a 'phase diagram' of the theory.
We will then discuss the crossover between different regions.
Already inspecting the limit g ≫ 1 at fixed H, we realize that the phase diagram must have a non-trivial structure. In fact, when g gets larger and larger, the tension of all D-branes become small, and therefore the mass of the D0-brane, the mass of the tower of excitations of the D-string, etc. all become very small. Since at this point we have (a plethora of) new light states, the correct effective action at large g has nothing to do with the 10-dimensional supergravity Lagrangian, even if one includes string loop corrections. The light modes are simply different.
Similarly -as we will show in section 4 -something even more dramatic may happen:
when H increases at fixed coupling all the Dp-branes become tensionless! This is telling us that in this region of the parameter space the important degrees of freedom are Dpbranes.
In fig. 1 we present the cosmological version of the phase diagram for M-theory compactified on S 1 [12] . The radius of the 11 th dimension is R 11 = gλ s and the first Kaluza-Klein mode has a mass 1/R 11 . If the typical energy scale ∼ H ≪ 1/R 11 the theory is effectively 10-dimensional, while at H > ∼ 1/R 11 the 11 th dimension becomes accessible. The solid curve λ s H = g −1 therefore separates the region where the effective theory is 10-dimensional from the region where it is 11-dimensional.
On the 10-dimensional side, the region near the origin corresponds to low curvatures and weak couplings, and here the description in terms of the lowest order closed string effective action is adequate. String theory provides two kind of corrections to this 10D limit the validity of the perturbative expansion of the low-energy 10-dimensional string effective action.
On the 11-dimensional side, we can distinguish two regions separated by the curve
λ s is the 11-dimensional Planck length. The curve is indicated by the label "Dp-branes". If we cross the border between the 10D and the 11D
regions at large values of g and we are just above the line identified by the relation
an adequate description is still provided by 11-dimensional supergravity.
In fact, now the large g limit is under control since it corresponds to the decompact-ification limit R 11 ≫ λ s , and at the same time H ≪ M p , where M p = 1/ℓ p is the 11-dimensional Planck mass. The 10D gravitons (to be identified with the 11-D gravitons with vanishing momentum along the 11 th dimension) are still the relevant massless modes. Quantum production of D0-branes by the gravitational field takes place and a new degree of freedom appears, which is the graviton with p 11 non vanishing, or equivalently a gas of weakly interacting D0-branes. As we will compute in sect. 3, this mode becomes tachyonic at the transition, signalling the opening up of the new dimension.
This description will eventually break down if the system approaches the curve labelled "Dp-branes". If we approach this curve at fixed H and increasing g more and more KK-modes must be included as light degrees of freedom and more and more Dp-brane states become light because their tensions decrease as g −1 . However -as we will show in section 5 -something dramatic happens even if we approach the curve from below at fixed g and increasing H: all the Dp-branes become tensionless and they become the fundamental degrees of freedom! Therefore the Universe enters a regime of Dp-brane domination that leads the system to a transition into the full M-theory regime.
Thus, moving from the 10D Sugra region into the 11D Sugra region and then toward the full M-theory regime, the basic modes are at first the massless closed string modes, then both massless closed string modes and D0-branes (i.e. 11-dimensional gravitons), and finally only Dp-branes.
Of course, what is the proper description in the full M-theory region is still an open question (with matrix theory [11] being a very interesting candidate), but in the following we will argue that its knowledge is not really necessary since our findings seem to indicate that the line labelled "Dp-branes' in fig. 1 was never crossed during the evolution of the Universe.
3 D0-branes production and the opening of the 11
We now discuss the crossover between the 10D-Sugra and 11D-Sugra regime. Let us begin by recalling a few well known facts about the correspondence between 11-dimensional fields or branes compactified on S 1 , and 10-dimensional type IIA quantities [2] . On the 10-dimensional side, the fields are the 10D metric g µν , the dilaton φ, the antisimmetric tensor field B µν and RR tensor fields, plus the fermionic partners.
On the 11-dimensional side, the fields are the metric g M N , with M = (µ, 11), a 3-form field A M N R and the gravitino, and there are a 2-brane and a 5-brane.
The correspondence between the fields is given by dimensional reduction from 11D supergravity [13] , and in particular the dilaton of the 10D theory is related to the g 11,11 component of the metric. To obtain directly the relation between the 10D metric and dilaton and the 11D metric we can neglect for the moment g µ, 11 , which produces a RR one-form, keeping only the components g µν of the 11D metric g M N , M = (µ, 11), µ = 0, . . . 9, and the component g 11,11 ≡ b 2 , so that b is the scale factor of the 11 th dimension. Then a simple computation shows that the 11-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action becomes (10) bR (10) .
The scale factor b of the 11 th dimension looks non-dynamical at a first sight, since it appears without derivatives. One should remember though that the 10-dimensional Ricci scalar R (10) contains second derivatives of the metric. The fact that b is indeed dynamical is made evident by a conformal rescaling g
µν . Defining the dilaton φ from
where in our case D = 9, one finds
which is the effective action of string theory in the gravity-dilaton sector.
The KK field g µ,11 becomes instead a RR one-form C µ in type IIA. The object which is charged under C µ in type IIA is the D0-brane, which therefore from the 11-dimensional point of view is coupled to g µ, 11 and therefore is a supergraviton with momentum p 11 = 1/R 11 . The state with momentum p 11 = n/R 11 , in the type IIA language becomes a collection of n D0-branes, an interpretation made possible by the fact that n D0-branes have a marginally bound state with a mass n times the single D0-brane mass 1/(g √ α ′ ), and this result receives no perturbative or non-perturbative correction because this state is BPS saturated.
The transition at the 10D Sugra/11D Sugra border is therefore different from the example discussed in the introduction, since it does not involve a dramatic reshuffling of degrees of freedom. The 10D gravitons are still relevant massless modes, but they are now embedded in 11D-gravitons with vanishing momentum in the 11 th dimension.
At first sight, one might think that we can neglect the states with non-vanishing momentum in the 11 th dimension (i.e. D0-branes), and that we can limit ourselves to 11D gravitons, and look for 11D-cosmological solutions, spatially constant in all directions including the 11 th (for work on 11D solutions see refs. [14] ).
However, the situation is more complicated and the fields of 11-dimensional supergravity are not the only relevant modes: in a gravitational field, D0-branes can become massless and, beyond a critical field, tachyonic.
The fact that D0-branes are non-negligible degrees of freedom in the 11D Sugra regime is already suggested by the computation in Ref. [12] of D0-branes pair production. This can be computed first of all in the 11D-Sugra region, considering for instance a process of graviton-graviton scattering with production of D0-branes. While from the 10D point of view this process is inelastic and non-perturbative, from the 11-dimensional point of view it is simply an elastic scattering process in which the final 11D gravitons have a component of the momentum along the 11 th dimension. The process can therefore be computed reliably, and clearly the production of pairs of D0-branes is not suppressed. In Ref. [12] the production rate of D0-branes has also been computed using matrix string theory. The result, which gives an unsuppressed rate, is found to be in agreement with the supergravity calculation, but is expected to be valid more in general in the M-theory regime.
In the early Universe, to produce D0-branes is not even necessary to consider a scattering process. A time-varying gravitational field produces particles. The general mechanism is the existence of a non-trivial Bogoliubov transformation between the in and out vacuum. The amplification of vacuum fluctuations which takes place in any cosmological background will produce a spectrum of 11-dimensional supergravitons.
From the 10D point of view, this means that a background of both 10D gravitons and D0-branes are created from the vacuum.
The analysis is similar to the one performed at finite temperature to identify the states which become tachyonic at the Hagedorn temperature in the weak coupling regime [15, 16, 17] . Identifying the D0-branes with gravitons with a non-vanishing momentum along the 11 th dimension, we need to know the closed string spectrum in a gravitational field at oscillator level 1, corrisponding to gravitons, and with nonvanishing KK momentum. However, solving the equations of motion and constraints of strings in generic curved spacetime is a prohibitive task. One can try the expansion
, where x µ defines the motion of a point-particle and Y µ describes the finite-string size effects. The physical idea behind this expansion is that a small-enough string should follow closely the point-particle geodetic.
At second order in Y µ and large values of the scale factor of the Universe a (or at large times), the components Y i (i = 1, · · · , D) satisfy a particularly simple equation.
where the dot is the derivative with respect to world-sheet time, while ℓ is a parameter of the background configuration around which we are expanding. We can physically interprete it as the total length of the string and, at least for string not highly excited,
we can take ℓ ∼ λ s .
Specializing -for simplicity -to the case of isotropic de Sitter geometry 3 with constant H, the frequency modes of the string are given by [18, 19] 
The mass shell condition of the closed string modes can be written, at large times (when the world-sheet time becomes proportional to conformal time [19] ) as
where √ 2α ′ = λ s ; m and q are integers which give the momentum and winding in the
n · a n with a A collection of N D0-branes is a 11D-graviton with N units of momentum in the 11 th dimension and therefore has oscillator level n = 1, KK quantum number m = N, 3 We would like to stress that a period of de Sitter expansion might not necessarily come out as a solution of the equations of motion of the system. However, we believe that our analysis provides some understanding of a generic stage of cosmological evolution when the curvature has a typical scale ∼ H 2 .
and winding number q = 0, (and therefore N = N ). Its mass is
The constant c comes from normal ordering and we will set c = 1 as in flat space.
4
Eq. (10) shows various kind of instabilities. First of all, for large enough Hubble constant H, the frequencies ω n become imaginary and then the low frequency modes become unstable. This instability has been discussed in [19] and has partly motivated the pre-big-bang scenario [5] . Furthermore, setting N = 0, we see that, even for small values of ℓH, the graviton becomes tachyonic, with
Physically, this is consistent with the fact that in de Sitter space gravitons are produced by amplification of vacuum fluctuations, with an effective temperature H/(2π).
Here we are interested in the appearance of further tachyonic states, with non-zero momentum in the 11 th dimension. Expanding for ℓH ≪ 1, for N = 1 a new tachyonic mode appears at
which corresponds to the solid line of fig. 1 . Note that ℓH c ∼ λ s /(2R 11 ) = 1/(2g) so that our expansion for ℓH ≪ 1 is consistent in the region g ≫ 1. Without relying on this expansion, we read from eq. (10) that a tachyon indeed exists, for each N, if
. The first new tachyon, N = 1, appears if 4 Actually, here arises a subtlety which reflects the fact that this approach to quantization in curved background is somewhat heuristic and approximate, and cannot be taken too literally. In flat space c is obtained evaluating ∞ n=1 n. This can be done e.g. by zeta function regularization or lattice regularization. The latter can be performed replacing n with sin(ǫn)/ǫ and performing the sum up to n max = π/ǫ [20] , where ǫ is the lattice spacing, and then subtracting the term that diverges as 1/ǫ 2 in the limit ǫ → 0. This leaves us with ∞ n=1 n = −1/12, in agreement with zeta function regularization. In de Sitter space we should instead evaluate
1/2 ; for ℓH ≪ 1, after performing a lattice regularization and evaluating the sum [21] , we find an additional logaritmic divergence so that finally c = 1 + 6ℓ 2 H 2 (log L + γ E ), with L = π/ǫ and γ E the Euler constant. (10), we see that this logarithmic divergence can be absorbed into a renormalization of the total length of the string ℓ. Therefore the mass is finally given by eq. (10) with c = 1. Our conclusions on the state at level N = 1 are anyway independent of the value of c, as long as the state with N = 0 is tachyonic, which is physically correct, see below.
, which is consistent with the fact that we are working at g > 1 (actually, we could now take g = 1/(2 √ 2) as the more precise location of the 'triple point' in the phase diagram, fig. 1 ).
This instability is also manifest in the closed string vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude at one-loop, A 1−loop . The amplitude is given by
where τ = τ 1 + iτ 2 , the integration is over the fundamental region of the torus, z = exp(2πiτ ) and the sum is over the physical closed string spectrum. The limit τ 2 → ∞ is dominated by the lightest modes [22]
and diverges if a tachyon, m c , the effective theory from 10-dimensional becomes 11-dimensional and this is signalled by the copious and unsuppressed gravitational production of D0-branes carrying longitudinal momentum p 11 = 1/R 11 and -eventually -states carrying KK momentum p 11 = N/R 11 which are properly described as marginally bound states of N D0-branes. At H ∼ H c and strong coupling the Universe enters a phase where the energy density is dominated by the gas of branes produced at large curvature. The production of this gas has clearly a regularizing effect on the growth of the curvature in a pre-big-bang type scenario. From the 10D point of view, the energy density grows until it reaches a critical value, where it is dissipated by generating D0-branes.
Probably, inhomogeneities in the field configuration play here an important role, as seeds for D0-branes formation.
From the 11D point of view, instead, above a critical value the classical field, which was constrained to live in 10D, starts to spread over the 11 th dimension, and its energy density consequently drops. When the Universe enters this phase of D0-brane domination the regime of growing curvature is significantly slowed down (see also [23] ).
The transition at high curvature and non-perturbative regime into a new phase of gas of D0-branes that we have just described is reminiscent of the Hagedorn transition that takes place at finite temperature in the matrix model [11] of N D0-branes. At low temperatures, there is a string phase where the D0-branes are spread out to form a membrane wound around a compact direction. In this phase the ground state must be that of a IIA string with a specified value of the string tension. 
The Dp-brane phase
The goal of this section is to describe the dynamics of the system when the curvature of the Universe approaches values of the order of ℓ −2 p . To do so, we have first to study the dynamics of Dp-branes in curved spacetime.
Dp-brane dynamics in curved background
The action governing the dynamics of a Dirichlet p-brane is [2, 25] 
where
G αβ is the induced metric
while B αβ , F αβ are the pull-back of B µν , F µν to the brane. If we consider a flat background metric, g µν = η µν , and we assume that the extrinsic curvature of the brane is small, then we can separate the D + 1 coordinates
the appropriate number of spatial dimensions). The induced metric then becomes
Neglecting B µν and expanding to second order in ∂X and F one gets [2]
where We now repeat the procedure for a curved background metric g µν . We concentrate on the transverse coordinates X a and we set 
where the overbar indicates that the quantity is evaluated atX. If the extrinsic curvature of the membrane is small, the normal vectors aren ρ a ≃ δ ρ a , and therefore
(We now use the notation X a ≡ φ a , so that from now on X a are the fluctuations overX, rather than X µ for µ = a. We also use the sign conventions η µν = (−, +, . . . , +), R µ νρσ = ∂ ρ Γ µ νσ + . . .). Again, we specialize to the de Sitter background for simplicity, but our conclusions can be generalized to any specific situation where H 2 is the typical curvature scale. The metric is
The scale factor is a(η) = −1/(Hη), and η is conformal time, η < 0. The Riemann tensor is given byR µνρσ = H 2 (ḡ µρḡνσ −ḡ µσḡνρ ) and the induced metric in the limit of small extrinsic curvature is then
and X 2 = a X a X a . Here X a represents the comoving coordinate and X a p = a(η)X a is the physical coordinate, which expands with the scale factor.
We are now in the position to compute det G αβ . Retaining only terms up to second order in X and ∂X we get
In flat space the fields X a are massless, see eq. (17), since they are the Goldstone bosons of broken translation invariance in the transverse directions. Recalling that our signature is η αβ = (−, +, . . . , +), we see that in curved space the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of broken translation invariance, X p = aX, get a tachyonic mass
The situation is very similar to the thermal tachyon which occurs at the Hagedorn temperature [15, 16] . In that case a condensate of winding states forms when the periodic imaginary times becomes too small. In the present case the tachyon forms because of the nontrivial geometry of the spacetime.
Switching to cosmic time t and expanding X a (t, ξ) = k X a k (t) exp(i k · ξ), the equation of motion for the comoving modes X a k is
where the dot stands for the derivative with respect to cosmic time t. Let us first discuss the behaviour of the mode X Ht . However, as the physical wavelength crosses the horizon, the comoving amplitude does not remain frozen, but instead grows exponentially, so the transverse physical amplitude grows faster than the scale factor a and therefore faster than the physical coordinates defining the brane.
Therefore, any comoving transverse fluctuations of the Dp-brane -even though initially damped -will eventually grow and give rise to an instability. As the brane is stretched by the expansion of the Universe, transverse fluctuations grow so quickly that the Dpbrane cannot be considered as a static object (in comoving coordinates) any longer.
In fact the brane looses its own identity as physical transverse fluctuations grow faster than the physical coordinates defining the Dp-brane.
To get further insight and to follow the system beyond the approximation of small transverse fluctuations, we must compute higher order terms in the tachyon effective potential. Let us consider the case of X a not necessarily small but ∂ α X a = 0, so that we are interested in the mass of the brane itself, which in flat space is the term τ p V p in eq. (17) , rather than in the kinetic term of the fields X a . For symmetric spaces like de Sitter space, the expansion of the metric in Riemann coordinates can be written explicitly at all orders in X a [26] 5 g µν =ḡ µν − 1 2
The last equality holds for de Sitter space and we have defined y a = HX set ∂ α X a = 0, the induced metric G αβ , for small extrinsic curvature 6 is simply equal to g µν with µ = α, ν = β (recall that µ = (α, a) where α runs over the value zero and the longitudinal directions, while a runs over the transverse directions). Eq. (28) then simplifies considerably since, if the index µ has a 'longitudinal' value α, then m 
The action in the limit of small ∂ α X a is therefore
The function f (y) decreases monotonically, has the perturbative expansion f (y) = 1 − (1/3)y 2 + . . . around y = 0 and vanishes at y = y 0 ≃ 1.49. Therefore, in de Sitter spacetime the "potential" f (y) of the tachyon field y is negative around the origin y = 0 and the field rolls down away from it.
The existence of the critical point y 0 might have very interesting implications. If HX p approaches the critical value, the Dp-branes become almost tensionless, for any value of p. This renormalization of the brane tension is similar to what happens to (n, 1) strings, bound states of one D-string and n fundamental strings. This system may be described by a D-string with a world volume electric field E turned on. As the electric field approaches its critical value, n becomes large. The effective tension of the (n, 1) string is renormalized by the electric field,
Our result does not come as a surprise since the analysis performed above for small 6 The assumption of small extrinsic curvature enters when we compute ∂ α X µ in eq. (15), using the expansion (18) for X µ , with µ a transverse index. We see that it vanishes if both ∂ α φ a ≡ ∂ α X a = 0, and ∂ αn µ a = 0.
fluctuations already suggested that the Dp-brane violently fluctuate along the transverse directions paying no price in energy. Once some Dp-branes are formed -as we expect at strong coupling -they fluctuate along their transverse directions. Longwavelength transverse fluctuations grow and this growth is probably accompanied by a huge production of light pseudo-Goldstone bosons of the broken translation invariance.
Since the branes become tensionless, it becomes easier and easier for the gravitational background to produce further massless Dp-branes. On the other hand, when the transverse sizes of the Dp-branes become larger than the horizon, the branes presumably break down and decay. Smaller branes are continuously created and the situation is quite similar to what happens in a network of (cosmic) strings. One can also envisage various other dynamical phenomena like the melting of two or more branes when they are closer than the horizon distance. [28] , where it has been shown that the extrinsic curvature tensor K αβ gives a further tachyonic contribution to the mass squared,
It is intriguing that the limiting value of the curvature is consistent with considera-tions based on the holographic principle as we now discuss.
The holographic principle and cosmology
Recent developments in black hole physics and in string theory have inspired the socalled holographic principle [29, 30] . It requires that the degrees of freedom of a given spatial region live not in the interior as in ordinary quantum field theory, but on the surface of the region. The cosmological version of the holographic principle [31] requires that the degrees of freedom of a spatial volume of coordinate size the horizon length ℓ H
should not exceed the area of the horizon in Planck units. If one accepts this argument, there are several implications when applying it to 11-dimensional theories 7 .
The holographic principle leads us to conjecture that, no matter what is responsible for the appearance of branes as fundamental degrees of freedom in the Universe
and no matter what is the dynamics of the system after it enters the phase of brane domination, the horizon length ℓ H cannot be smaller than the 11-dimensional Planck length ℓ p . Indeed, let us call the spatial direction x 11 longitudinal and the nine remaining dimensional coordinates transverse. Suppose that the transverse area is occupied by a system of longitudinal momentum p 11 . Being the number of degrees of freedom certainly larger than the number (p 11 R 11 ) of KK modes excited in the 11 th dimension, the holography principle imposes the following bound
or
The last inequality of eq. (32) has been obtained using the fact that D0-branes carry a longitudinal momentum equal to 1/R 11 .
To motivate even further our conjecture (33), we can give it the following simple interpretation. As we have seen above, in the regime of growing large curvature the horizon length ℓ H is contracting and the Universe becomes populated by a gas of branes.
As in this gas two D0-branes move way from each other, they transfer continuosly their
energy to any open strings that happen to stretch between them. A virtual pair of open strings can thus materialize from the vacuum and slow down, or even stop completely the motions of the branes (see Bachas in [2] ). This phenomenon is similar to the more familiar pair production in a background electric field [33] and to the appearance of an instability in the D-brane self-energy at finite temperature and weak coupling regime at the Hagedorn temperature [34] .
We believe that the onset of the dissipation puts a lower limit on the distance scales probed by the scattering of D0-branes and it turns out that the dynamical size of D0-branes is comparable to the inverse cubic root of the membrane tension, i.e. to the 11 th -dimensional Planck scale of M-theory! It is therefore clear that the horizon length cannot contract to values smaller than ℓ p , since at this scale the dissipation sets in, slowing down the growth of the curvature and -ultimately -stopping it.
Discussion and conclusions
We now discuss the relevance of our analysis for different cosmological issues. Our considerations can be applied for instance to the pre-big-bang scenario [5] . The cosmological evolution starts at t → −∞ in the weak coupling, low curvature region, i.e.
near the origin in fig. 1 , where we can use the low energy effective action of string theory, neglecting α ′ and loop corrections. In the string frame (i.e. when the Einsten term in the action has a factor e −φ in front) the general homogeneous vacuum solution has the form [5] 
(where a i (t) are the FRW scale factors) which can also be generalized to the nonhomogeneos case [35] . The constants α i , γ satisfy the conditions
Setting γ = 0 one recovers the well known Kasner solution of general relativity. In the isotropic case, the Kasner condition fixes α = ±1/ √ D, γ = 1 ∓ √ D. The solution with the lower sign is superinflationary,Ḣ > 0, with a growing dilaton, and formally reaches a singularity as t → 0 − . In the (H, g) plane, these solutions read
where g 0 is the initial coupling. For D = 9, it has the form H ∼ g 1/4 , as shown in fig. 2 , for two different values of the initial conditions.
The classical solutions displayed in fig. 2 are only valid close to the origin of the (H, g) plane. As λ s H or g approach one, the form of the solutions is determined by α ′ and loop corrections [6, 7] . Various arguments, based both on the study of perturbative α ′ corrections and on the backreaction due to massive string modes [7] , indicate that the evolution on the 10D side and weak coupling cannot go beyond the region λ s H ∼ 1, see fig. 2 . If the solution reaches this regime, the subsequent evolution typically has g increasing and H constant or decreasing. On the strong coupling side of the 10D region, on the other hand, our results suggest that, even if loop corrections should not stop H and g from growing, a change of regime will take place at the latest along the curve λ s H = 1/g, because of the huge production of relativistic D0-branes. A new radiation-dominated regime is expected to take over when the energy density of the light D0-branes becomes comparable to the critical energy density for closing the Universe. Similar considerations have been put forward in ref. [36] in the context of a 4D compactification of string theory at weak coupling.
Further investigations are needed to understand whether the evolution may cross into the 11D region -and possibly approach the line labelled "Dp-branes". If so, we think H = 1/ℓ p provides the largest value probed during the evolution.
Our results may be also relevant for the cosmology of the so-called brane world scenario. It has recently been realized that the traditional connection in perturbative string theory between the string scale and the Planck mass, M s = scenario cannot be performed neglecting the presence of fundamental objects such as D-branes. For instance, in the brane world scheme, inflation may automatically take place in the pre-big-bang era and be driven by the dilaton field of the closed sector of type I string theory. As we pointed out, D-branes represent a key ingredient for understanding how the singularity is avoided and how the Universe enters a radiationdominated regime. Fundamental issues such as the determination of the "reheating" temperature of the Universe after the stringy phase, the stabilization of the dilaton field and of the radii of the extra dimensions may be thoroughlly addressed only including D-branes in the whole picture.
